Impacting America Today
A Keynote Address by

Cameron S. Brown
Abraham Lincoln is the great
iconic figure of American
history with special relevance
for our day. His story is America's story!
Cameron S. Brown's uplifting talk on
Abraham Lincoln provides a new look at our
16th President that will add entertainment and
educational value to your special event.
A former Michigan State Senator and creator
of the Lincoln Video Project, Cameron S.
Brown's engaging address on the relevance of
the Great Emancipator includes a large-screen
showing of his short video tribute Abraham
Lincoln, A Voice for the Ages. The Washington,
D.C. native is related to Joseph Sessford,
ticket collector at Ford's Theatre the
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“Cameron Brown’s presentation and breathtaking video was a perfect
theme for our meeting. His insightful and thought-provoking presentation
inspired our Board ... a magnificent springboard for any group contemplating leadership subjects.” – Dr. Jeffrey R. Docking, President,
Adrian College
“The whole presentation was captivating and exceptionally well received.
If you are looking for an uplifting and inspiring program, I would highly
recommend Cameron’s spellbinding presentation.” – Dr. David M.
Mathews, President, Southwestern Michigan College
“In ‘four score and seven years’ of attending and hosting programs,
Cameron is the most outstanding orator I’ve ever heard!” – Jane Anderson,
Managing Librarian, Wirt Public Library, Bay City, Michigan
“Your remarks were truly inspirational and motivating. Never before have
I gained such depth of insight into the greatness and complexity of
the man, and the lessons for all. Your delivery and content were
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riveting.” – Dennis R. Koons, President, Michigan Bankers
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night President Lincoln was shot.
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You will never view
Abraham Lincoln the same way . . .
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